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3 Penny Cryptos That
Could Be Millionaire Makers
Being the earliest of investors in cryptocurrency can lead to lifechanging wealth, but you don’t have to own a cryptocurrency the
same day it’s released to make more money than you’ll know what
to do with.
For example, Bitcoin was released in 2009 – but even if you started
owning it some six years after it was released in 2015, one Bitcoin
was worth $315.
Today, that Bitcoin is worth just over $47,000.
So even if you feel like you’ve been late to the game in investing
in cryptocurrencies, remember that you’re still an early investor
– only 13% of Americans bought or traded a cryptocurrency from
July 2020 to July 2021, according to CNBC.
And as we speak, there’s a whole new class of cryptocurrencies
that have emerged – that we like to call microcurrencies – that
are trading for just pennies. As we share this information, we also
want to remind you that there are always risks involved with any
investment, and a key rule of thumb is to never invest what you
can’t afford to lose.
Having said that, if you understand your risk tolerance, we are
going to share with you three of those coins that, according to
projections from DigitalCoinPrice.com, could be millionaire
makers.
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The three cryptos we’re going to share today are all in the artificial
intelligence space – a sector with a $62.35 billion market value in
2020. By 2026, that’s expected to climb to nearly $300 billion.
Now, the purpose and projects these cryptos will serve are very
technical, and we don’t want you to feel like you need an advanced
degree in computer science to understand what’s going on.
That’s why we’re just going to share the broad details about each
crypto coin so that you’ll know the most important thing – how it
can make you a lot of money!

Penny Crypto #1: Matrix AI Network (MAN)
Team: Owen Tao (CEO), Steve Deng (Chief AI Scientist),
Bill Li (Chief Network Architect), Tim Shi (Chief Chip Scientist)
White Paper: https://www.matrix.io/assets/dropdown/
MATRIXTechnicalWhitePaper.pdf
2028 Price Projection: $0.33
Matrix AI Network offers a unique concept in that it’s using
artificial intelligence that can learn new things on the blockchain.
That means it can adapt to technological advances as opposed to
being an old way of doing things that eventually become obsolete.
With Matrix AI, you will also eventually be able to use it to
perform a function without needing to know how to code or write
commands for programs. For example, if you wanted to execute
a smart contract between a home buyer and home seller, within
Matrix AI, you could theoretically tell it to store the deed to the
house, store a currency in a smart contract, and release the contract
to the buyer and the payment to the seller when both parties have
met their obligations and have signed off on the contract.
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Matrix also says that it can be used for health applications –
allowing you to check key health stats in the morning, being
recommended meals based on your readings, and so much more.
Again, you wouldn’t have to know how to program any of that.
Eventually, you could potentially just tell Matrix AI what you want
to be done, and it would handle the rest.
MAN is currently trading for $0.07 as of this writing, but price
projections from DigitalCoinPrice.com suggest it could climb in
price every year and could eventually reach $0.33 by 2028.
Year

Price Forecast

2022

$0.12

2023

$0.16

2024

$0.19

2025

$0.22

2026

$0.25

2027

$0.30

2028

$0.33

From $0.07 to $0.33 is a 371% profit and is enough to turn a $5,000
investment into $23,550, a $10,000 investment into $47,100, a
$100,000 investment into $471,000, and a $250,000 into $1.1 million.
Remember, these estimates may even be conservative as
blockchain and AI technology rapidly advance and bring forth
changes and profit opportunities faster than anyone can imagine.

Penny Crypto #2: SingularityNET (AGIX)
Team: Ben Goertzel (CEO and Chief Scientist),
Simone Giacomelli (Head of Business Development),
Cassio Pennachin (CTO)
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White Paper: https://public.singularitynet.io/whitepaper.pdf
2028 Price Projection: $1.63
With all of the AI programs being developed, there is one glaring
issue – most of the programs won’t have a way to interact with
each other and share data.
An artificial intelligence program that predicts the weather may
not be able to share that information with an artificial intelligence
program that predicts flows in traffic for your morning commute.
Being able to use that information about the weather, the information
about your morning commute could be drastically more accurate.
That’s just one simplified example, but when AI programs can’t
interact with other programs, it can limit the value of the technology
and hold back the full benefits it could provide to society.
That’s where SingularityNET comes in.
It wants to help developers bridge AI connections over a
decentralized network for the benefit of everyone.
Right now, it’s only $0.35 per coin.
Year

Price Forecast

2022

$0.61

2023

$0.71

2024

$0.91

2025

$1.08

2026

$1.24

2027

$1.35

2028

$1.63

From $0.35 to $1.63 is a 365% profit and is enough to turn a
$5,000 investment into $23,250, a $10,000 investment into
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$46,500, a $100,000 investment into $465,000, and a $250,000
investment into $1.1 million.

Penny Crypto #3: Fetch.ai (FET)
Team: Humayun Sheikh (CEO), Toby Simpson (COO),
Thomas Hain (CSO), Jonathan Ward (CTO),
Maria Minaricova (Director of Business Development)
White Paper: https://fetch.ai/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/
Fetch.AI-Token-Overview.pdf
2028 Price Projection: $3.52
Fetch.ai has a lot of applications and use cases, but we’ll walk you
through a few of them.
One is its Autonomous AI Travel Agents, which aim to help reduce
the need for middlemen for booking trips. In essence, you wouldn’t
need to use sites like Airbnb ever again. The team for Fetch says it
will provide for a more personalized experience, and they believe
it can help with security – because information won’t be stored on
a company’s website.
Rather, it will be kept private and safe on the users’ smartphones.
Fetch could also have applications in smart cities. Instead of
driving around the block – endlessly trying to find a space – with a
program from Fetch, your car could interact with its surroundings
and connected parking spaces to know where there’s an open spot.
Speaking of cars, your cars could also eventually be able to read
road signs and provide you with information that’s relevant to
your journey.
If you tell your car you want to use a restroom or are hungry, it can
use the road signs to know how far away you are from a rest stop
or a restaurant.
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We encourage you to visit Fetch.ai to see the full list of potential
use cases.
Trading for $0.78 right now, the FET forecast shows the price
reaching $3.52 by 2028.
Year

Price Forecast

2022

$1.33

2023

$1.65

2024

$2.05

2025

$2.36

2026

$2.79

2027

$3.23

2028

$3.52

From $0.78 to $3.52 is a 351% profit and is enough to turn a
$5,000 investment into $22,550, a $10,000 investment into
$45,100, a $100,000 investment into $451,000, and a $250,000
investment into $1.1 million.

Conclusion
With the artificial intelligence market becoming even more
valuable and crypto projects developing game-changing programs,
the three cryptocurrencies we’ve listed above could create a lot of
wealth in the next decade.
It’s not often that you can find an investment that will turn just
$5,000 into more than $20,000 in under 10 years, but those are the
types of possibilities that are out there for crypto investors.
The more you invest, the more you could make.
Again, you should never invest what you can’t afford to lose. But we
hope that the three cryptocurrencies that we put on your radar today
can help put you on the fast path to achieving life-changing wealth.
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PLEASE NOTE
From time to time, Money Map Press will recommend stocks or other investments that will not be included
in our regular portfolios. There are certain situations where we feel a company may be an extraordinary
value but may not necessarily fit within the selection guidelines of these existing portfolios. In these cases,
the recommendations are speculative and should not be considered as part of Money Map Press philosophy.
Also, by the time you receive this report, there is a chance that we may have exited a recommendation previously included in our portfolio. Occasionally, this happens because we use a disciplined selling strategy with
our investments, meaning that if a company’s share price falls below a certain price level, we immediately
notify our subscribers to sell the stock.

Money Map Press is not a broker, dealer or licensed investment advisor. No person listed here should
be considered as permitted to engage in rendering personalized investment, legal or other professional
advice as an agent of Money Map Press. Money Map Press does not receive any compensation for these
services. Additionally, any individual services rendered to subscribers by those mentioned are considered
completely separate from and outside the scope of services offered by Money Map Press. Therefore if
you choose to contact anyone listed here, such contact, as well as any resulting relationship, is strictly
between you and them.

Copyright 2007-present, Money Map Press, 1125 N. Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21201
Phone: 888.384.8339 or 443.353.4519
All rights reserved. Money Map Press provides its members with unique opportunities to build and
protect wealth, globally, under all market conditions. The executive staff, research department and editors who contribute to Money Map Press recommendations are proud of our history and reputation.
We believe the advice presented to our subscribers in our published resources and at our meetings
and seminars is the best and most useful available to global investors today. The recommendations and
analysis presented to members is for the exclusive use of members. Copying or disseminating any information published by Money Map Press, electronic or otherwise, is strictly prohibited. Members should
be aware that investment markets have inherent risks and there can be no guarantee of future profits.
Likewise, past performance does not assure future results. Recommendations are subject to change
at any time, so members are encouraged to make regular use of the website and pay special attention
to Money Map Press updates sent out via e-mail. The publishers, editors, employees or agents are not
responsible for errors and/or omissions.
PRIVACY NOTICE
You and your family are entitled to review and act on any recommendations made in this document. All
Money Map Press publications are protected by copyright. No part of this report may be reproduced by
any means (including facsimile) or placed on any electronic medium without written permission from the
publisher. Information contained herein is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. Money Map Press expressly forbids its writers from having a financial interest in
any security recommended to its readers. All Money Map Press employees and agents must wait 24 hours
after an Internet publication and 72 hours after a print publication is mailed prior to following an initial
recommendation. Money Map Press does not act as a personal investment advisor, nor does it advocate
the purchase or sale of any security or investment for any specific individual. Investments recommended
in this publication should be made only after consulting with your investment advisor, and only after reviewing the prospectus or financial statements of the company.
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